Pre-primary Term 3
We have amazed our teachers with our
progress from the beginning of the year.
Every morning we jump out our sounds
before entering the classroom. We know
Book Week
all of our sounds and most of the letter
names. This term we are learning
digraphs and applying this knowledge to write decodable sentences.

Letters and Sounds

We have begun to solve simple addition and
subtraction problems. We have used concrete materials
to help our thinking. We are investigating the different
ways we can solve problems and focusing on our
counting skills.

Last term, we did our assembly item and loved sharing with our families what
we had learnt about farms. This term, we have had a fortnightly focus on the
books shortlisted for the Book Week Awards. We loved dressing up for Book
Week and sharing the book our character featured in with our classmates.

Ball Skills

Dictation

Maths

Our Assembly

In our PMP sessions this term we have been focusing on our throwing and
catching skills. We are also playing games in preparation for Term 4’s sports
carnival.

This term, we have also been looking at the weather and have been collecting information on
the temperature and rainfall and sending in the information to GWN’s Weather Watch program.

Construction

We love building and creating projects. After reading The Three
Billy Goats Gruff, we created three billy goats and a bridge to
support them. Then we used the goats as puppets to retell the
story and send to our families via Seesaw. We have also
completed some amazing artwork using different materials.

STEM

In Religious Education, we enjoy hearing stories about Jesus and how he loves us. We try to
demonstrate the spirit of Jesus. We are learning about prayer and how we can talk to God. We
visited Father Wayne and he showed us the different parts of the church

